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Introduction

The infra-heaters mean the new and absolutely unique product in the 

system of infra-red heaters. When developing this infra-red heater, we were 

refl ecting the maximum of requirements achieved from investors, designers, 

assembly companies and also service engineers.

Infra-red heaters Compact are mainly extraordinary in theses parameters:

• The unique effi  ciency of radiation 80.7%. Common infra-red heaters re-

ach the effi  ciency of about 65%. The development team of Lersen was testing 

and improving each detail of the equipment, which resulted in the product 

standing on the world top position with its high quality and parameters.

• Easy assembly. Installation of the infra-red heaters Compact is extremely 

easy. It is only about sliding each component to each other and then connecti-

ng them together with two screws. Then the installation is fi nished.

• Low weight and easy handling. Due to use of very lightweight heat 

resistant tubes and due to distribution of the equipment into the 2m long 

segments, the weight of the entire infra-red heater was reduced, which also 

facilitated handling.

• FlexiDrive. Patented system of Lersen guarantees the maximum eff ecti-

veness of the equipment at any times. It is the method of the equipment per-

formance regulation depending on the temperature of fl ue gases. The tempe-

rature of fl ue gases rises up together with the rising temperature in the hall. 

System FlexiDrive responses to this situation with drop of performance.

• Dimensional steadiness. The infra-red heaters of Compact are fi tted with 

the dilatation system protected by industrial pattern; it assures that the equi-

pment has always been the same, in every moment of operation. The common 

infra-red heaters are not fi tted with this system and this is why they often twist 

and bend.

• Modern design. The company Lersen decided to move design of products 

to the new level of quality. It resulted in very nice and functional design of in-

fra-red heaters of Compact.

• High radiation effi  ciency 80.7%

• Functional design

• Quick and easy installation

• Reduced weight

• Heat resistant lightweight radiation tubes

• Easy handling

• Integrated insulation of the refl ector

• Two-stage power of Flexi Drive

• Stable high radiation effi  ciency

• Quick and easy installation

• Absorption dilating members

• Special structural light with increased refl ection

• Warranty for 60 months

• Connector for central or wireless regulation

• Free commissioning

This instruction for use is meant as the integral part of the product. It can-

not be separated. Please, read it carefully. It includes important information 

related to installation, use and maintenance of heating aggregates. Please, 

maintain this instruction for further consultation.

If the equipment shall be sold or given to another user, please forward 

the instruction together with the equipment so that it can be used by a further 

owner. The manufacturer or supplier are not liable for damages arising upon 

unauthorized installation, use and maintenance, damage caused by unautho-

rized persons and use not complying with standards and regulations. Your pro-

duct has been covered by the warranty for the period and under the conditions 

specifi ed in the certifi cate of warranty issued by the manufacturer or supplier.

The aggregate may only be commissioned by an authorized service of 

LERSEN. Installation must be carried out according to applicable standards and 

according to instructions of the manufacturer (see this instruction for use). It 

may only be done by a qualifi ed person. Any improper installation or use may 

result in material damage or injury of persons. The manufacturer or its repre-

sentative are not liable in such the cases. This equipment may only be used for 

the purpose for which it has been manufactured.

Any other kind of use is dangerous. Start of the aggregate, including chan-

ges when using other gas, may only be carried out by the authorized servi-

ce staff  of LERSEN. Before installation, you shall check out whether the local 

conditions of fuel distribution, properties of the fl ue and over-pressure of the 

assembly adjustment are compatible enough. The equipment must not be 

started in any room where the temperature fell below 5°C (the room shall be 

permanently tempered).

Any damage caused by transport shall only be solved by insurance of the 

transport company.  Such damage must be confi rmed by the transport com-

pany.

The user is obliged to comply with standards related to use of gaseous 

appliances, mainly ČSN EN 416-1,ČSN EN 13410, ČSN 06 1510, ČSN 73 4210, NV 

178/2001 Coll., including the amendments, Decree of ČÚBP „Inspections, Re-

visions and Tests of Gaseous Devices“ and „Specifi c Gaseous Equipments and 

Conditions for Ensuring their Safety“.

The user is obliged to provide inspection and maintenance at least once a 

year. This shall be aimed to gas equipment and carried out by a brand service of 

Lersen or by a certifi ed service engineer. If the user fails to do so, the warranty 

cannot be applied, nor any potential compensation for damage due to opera-

tion of the equipment.

If the equipment has been shut down for more than 3 months, it is nece-

ssary to make air bleeding of the end branch of the gas line.

In proper operation of the Lersen gas equipment, it is required to provide 

uninterrupted operation for at least 30 minutes. You will avoid occurrence of 

excessive amount of condensation which appears in the beginning of opera-

tion due to inadequate heating of the exchanger and inadequate exhaust of 

fl ues. At the beginning of the duct system, we recommend building the con-

densation pit which must be regularly checked, or we also recommend provi-

ding the persistent exhaust of the condensate.

In case of any modifi cations done on the main or subordinated gas system 

or in case of changing the pressure of gas in the system to which the gas equi-

pments of Lersen are connected, then it is strictly necessary to shut down the 

equipment and make new commissioning by an authorized service of Lersen. 

Otherwise, the manufacturer is not liable for any damage or injury.

General Warnings

If not specifi ed otherwise, all previous editions of the Instruction for Use 

get void by issuing the new one. The current version of the Instruction for Use is 

available in www.lersen.com in the Section of PRODUCTS
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Remove the package material and check out whether the contents show 

any signs of damage. According to the delivery note, please check out comple-

teness of the delivery. When in doubts, do not use the equipment and contact 

the supplier.

Packing materials (wooden box, nails, clamps, plastic bags, foam polysty-

rene, etc.) must not be left in the reach of children in order to avoid any danger. 

For any further transport or storage, please use an original packing material.

COMPACT TOP infrared heaters are warranted for 84 months at compliance 

General Business and Service Lersen conditions.

COMPACT ECO infrared heaters are warranted for 60 months at compliance 

General Business and Service Lersen conditions.

Use

Packaging

Guarantee

General Guidelines

The equipment of COMPACT may only be used in applications for which 

it has been intended. Any other kind of use is considered as improper and the 

source of danger. The manufacturer and supplier are not liable for any damage 

due to improper use. The user is solely responsible for the risk.

Only the original accessories of LERSEN may be used for any equipment 

of COMPACT.

Spare parts may only be replaced by the brand service staff of LERSEN. In 

case of using non-original parts, the manufacturer is not liable for any damage 

or injury.

Avoid any contact with hot surfaces of the heater. These surfaces, mainly 

near flame, will get warmed during operation. They will stay hot for some time 

even after switching the equipment off.

After finishing operation of the COMPACT equipment, al potential sources 

of danger shall be removed. In case of definite shut-down of the equipment, 

please get the authorized service of LERSEN.

Disconnecting the unit from the main line of the electric voltage by disco-

nnecting the supply cable and switching off the main switch. Interruption of 

fuel supply by closing the hand valve of the fuel - ball valve in the stop valve. 

Failure to comply with the elementary principles may result in serious injury 

or death.

Installation in General
The COMPACT equipments must be installed in line with applicable stan-

dards and regulations. Designers, assembly company staff or operators are lia-

ble for proper and safe assembly, operation of the equipment and accessories.

In heavy and dusty operations, we recommend installation or air suction for 

combustion of the outer ambient.

The COMPACT equipments must not be operated in the following:

In the environment with aggressive atmosphere;

in the environment with strong electromagnetic field;

in the dusty and humid environment;

in the explosive environment;

Installation of the infra-red heater in places with potential risk of explosion 

(such as storage halls for petrol, solvents; places with vapours of chlorine, 

trichloroethylene, per-chlorine, or places with high content of flammable dust, 

wooden chips, etc.) must be evaluated by relevant authorities, according to 

applicable regulations.

Use of the infra-red heaters in corrosive or aggressive environment is forbid-

den! Installation of the equipment may only be carried out by a qualified

assistant who is competent for such operation, according to the applicable 

standards and instruction of manufacturer (ČSN 06 1008, ČSN EN 416-1, ČSN 33 

2000, ČSN 38 6420, TPG 704 01).

The manufacturer is not liable for damages caused by unauthori-

zed installation. The infra-red heaters have not been intended for heating 

apartments.
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a) Conditions for connecting the infra-red heaters to the gas distribution 

system and electric network are specified in page 16

b) Design and installation of the duct system must respect the standard 

ČSN 73 4201. Examples of type installation are specified in page 11. Amount 

of the combustion air for the infra-red heaters must comply with TPG 704 01.

c) Details for the installation for infra-red heaters are available in pages 

9-11.

d) The minimum area for installation of the infra-red heater - Installation 

of the infra-red heater must be carried out in such the way that an adequate 

space for adjustment and service is maintained.

e) To determine safe distance of the infra-red heaters and duct systems 

from the surface of building materials, we apply ČSN 06 1008 and ČSN EN 

13501-1 (Class of response to fire).

Surface temperature of the radiation tube according to the type of the 

infra-red heater reaches approx. 500°C. Temperature of the gas flues at the 

output reaches even 200°C, according to the type.

Special Installations
When mounting the heater above the line of bridge crane, it is advisable 

to consider the protection of electric installation of the crane against excessive 

heating radiation. In case of installation in gyms, we recommend mounting a 

protective net ordered in the company of Lersen. Immediately after finishing 

installation works, it is advisable to do a careful inspection. To find out whether 

the system works as intended, mainly with regards to the function of limit re-

gulation, please run the system at least for one complete cycle.

Installation Conditions of Readiness for 

Commissioning the Specifi ed Gas 

Equipment of Lersen

The assembly company shall use the properly delivered equipment, intact 

goods, only. Including the documents needed for the goods. The assembly 

company is liable for proper installation of the equipment and connections, 

according to the instruction of the manufacturer and according to the project 

documentation in the following points:

Mounting the supporting structure.

Installation of suction and flue piping.

Supply of electric voltage.

Assembly of the controlling thermostat or central regulation of Lersen. 

Net II.

Connecting the cables of regulation.

Connecting other electric cabling to the equipment. Gas connection with 

proper pressure and amount of gas for correct operation of the equipment.

The assembly company is also obliged to verify and prove the following: 

Correctness of location and assembly of the product according to the manual. 

In case of doubts, please contact the company Lersen. Applicable revision of 

electric products.

Applicable revision of gas products.

Applicable revision of gas distribution systems. (Pressure test, protocol of 

filling.)

Applicable revision of the flue exhaust - chimneys. It is also necessary to do 

the following for the purpose of commissioning:

Proper order for service in writing.

Confirmed confirmation of the accepted service order. Provision of proper 

access immediately to the equipment. Provision of an assistant whom the 

service engineer can train as the servicing staff.

Confirmation of all documentation submitted by the service engineer. 

(Completed service sheet, order of extra works, etc.)

The condition for any service works and goods delivery (such as commi-

ssioning, annual inspections, post-warranty service, etc.) lies on the payment 

of all obligations of the customer towards the company of Lersen CZ, s.r.o. In 

case the obligations are not paid, the orders cannot be performed on the side 

of Lersen CZ,s.r.o., until the time of settling all the obligations of the customer.

If the service engineer finds out on the place of service intervention that 

the conditions for service intervention are not met or if he finds out the state 

of unreadiness of the equipment, building or access to the equipment for the 

service intervention, there will be a useless trip billed to the customer who or-

dered such intervention. The price includes the fixed payment, transport fee 

in distances longer than 100 kms and the rate for every commenced hour of 

working of the service engineer.

When commissioning, there is more smoke caused by burning the com-

bustion chamber, exchanger or radiation tubes. The sensors of fire protection 

may be activated.
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Description of Equipment Function

COMPACT is a closed appliance that can be used in industrial plants fitted 

with production or storage halls or the large areas that must be heated. Costs 

for heating are meant as the significant item . These operating costs are signifi-

cant mainly when it is the case of halls with larger air exchange or the halls with 

high thermal loss. If it is not necessary to maintain the temperature in the enti-

re area (but just in particular working sites or also in particular time intervals), 

the heating of all the facilities becomes significantly uneconomic. Similar issue 

can be seen in other spaces too, such as the sport halls and audience spaces, 

terraces, churches, farming operations, gyms, swimming pools, etc. All these 

spaces have their common features: large areas and heights, great air exchange 

and high rates of thermal loss.

These issues may be solved by radiating heat systems with gas infra-red 

heaters - the source of the infra-red thermal radiation.

Using the gas infra-red heaters, it is possible to heat the industrial halls, 

workshops and rooms with no combustible or aggressive vapours are present 

and with no flammable items stored. Besides the aforementioned, these spa-

ces must reach adequate clearance height, due to the fact that it is necessary 

meet the minimum heights of hanging of infra-red heaters from the floor sur-

face in the hygienic point of view. Moreover, the gas infra-red heaters can also 

be used to heat the exhibition halls, market places, train platforms, churches, 

sporting stadium platforms and others. 

In the field of drying there are many applications, such as drying of infla-

mmable sprays, drying of bulk materials in thin layer -(corns, pasta, hops, etc.), 

drying of textiles, veneers, drying of plasters on buildings, drying of foundry 

forms, cores, etc. Using these applications, it is advisable to consider the parti-

cular fire standards. The gas infra-red heaters can also be used for hardening 

the concrete mass in construction industry, de-freezing the frost wagons, de-

-freezing the coal landfills, anti-freezing protection of industrial valves and 

transport belts.

The equipment must not be installed in places with excessive quakes and 

vibrations which can disturb the structure and function of the infra-red heater.

The infra-red heater COMPACT consists of the burner section in which the 

mixture of gas and air is combusted, radiation segments with the length of 2 

metres and the knee module. The length of the assemblies according to the 

number of segments ranges from 4 to 8 m.

Operation of the infra-red heater is controlled by automatic system loca-

ted in the burner cabinet. In the burner box there is the differential pressure 

switch installed (gas manostat) which controls the operating pressure of gas in 

the system. Power line is led through the switch. If the required gas pressure is 

not in the manifold, the infra-red heater is out of function.

In case the infra-red heater is equipped with a gas manostat and the gas 

pressure in the system is correct, you shall first automatically check the starting 

position of the air manostat after connecting to the mains. Then you shall start 

the flue gas ventilator too. After starting the ventilator, the differential air ma-

nostat will turn on, e.g. the manostat which controls the pressure difference of 

the air invoked by the flue ventilator.

Switching on the manostat, you will start the ventilation time (about 40 

seconds); this time period is used for ventilation of the exhaust pipeline of flue 

gases and the heating tube itself.

After completing the ventilation time period, the electro-magnetic 

double valve gets opened. And gas enters to the burner. Simultaneously, the 

automatic system starts up the ignition equipment. Ignition of the gas mix-

ture in the burner will be -registered by the ionization electrode. If the leaking 

gaseous mixture in the burner is not ignited within 5 seconds, the equipment 

comes to the state of FAILURE - there comes the light „FAILURE“ (red colour) and 

the gas inlet is closed by the valve. New start is possible after unblocking the 

FAILURE state, according to the mechanics used; either by disconnecting and 

new connecting to the mains, or by pressing the „RESET“ button on the burner 

box. After starting the burner and igniting the gaseous mixture there will be 

the light „OPERATION“ (green colour).

Advantages

1. Due to lack of air movement, dust is not spread over and the environ-

ment complies with the hygienic requirements.

2. High comfort of the environment in which natural conditions are crea-

ted due to heating by the infra-red heater is based on considerations related to 

comparison of the optimum temperature of human body which is lower than 

the temperature radiated.

3. Easy and fast installation including an easy assembly and mounting to 

the ceiling

4. Mounting the equipment to the ceiling makes no obstacles both on the 

floor and on the walls.

5. Absence of water (heating medium) eliminates danger of freezing, e.g. 

potential shut-down of the equipment for a longer period without any conse-

quences.

6. Integrity of the temperature on the floor of the building caused by the 

heating radiation of the infra-red heater acts much better than any other con-

ventional heating system.

7. Ecological way of heating.

8. Negative thermal gradient

9. Heating of working zones significantly reduces the operating costs (for 

example, we light similarly the working area, not the whole room).

10. Minimum maintenance due to reliability of all components and easi-

ness of the whole equipment.

11. Immediate heating due to absence of heating media.
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Energy Radiation Graph
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Technical specifications

Gas pressure in the system must not fluctuate more than +/- 5% from the set values and may 

never exceed stated gas pressure connection limits.

INFRA-RED HEATER TYPE COMPACT4 ECO COMPACT6 ECO COMPACT8 ECO COMPACT10 ECO

Power consumption - G20 (max./min.) kW 25,0/18,0 38,0/27,0 49,0/35,0 49,0/35,0

Output - G20 (max.) kW 22,3/16,3 34,5/24,5 45,0/32,0 45,0/32,0

Combustion efficiency % 89 90,5

Heat output - G20 (max./min.) kW 16,3/11,7 24,7/17,6 31,9/22,8 31,9/22,8

Heat radiation effi   ciency - G20 (max.) % 65,0

Length/No. of radial modules m/ks 2/2 | 2/1 2/3 | 2/1 2/4 | není 2/5 | není

Class Nox mg/kWh 3

Electrical protection rating IP 20

Jet diameter - G20 mm 4 5 6 6

Jet pressure max./min. mbar 70/5 120/8 100/7 100/7

Electrical consumption/voltage W/V 70/230, 50Hz

No. of burners ks 1

Exhaust gas pressure Pa 30 28 26 24

 Ø intake/fl  ue mm 100

Ø gas connection 3/4‘‘  vnější závit

Natural gas connection pressure kPa 1,8 - 3,0 +/- 5%

Acoustic pressure – clearance dB 39

Natural gas consumption min/max m3/ h 1,7/2,4 2,6/3,6 3,3/4,7 3,3/4,7

Weight kg 87 121 155 188

Full length/height/width mm 4360/290/600 6320/290/600 8280/290/600 10240/290/600

Order nr. COUE040xxx COUE060xxx COUE080xxx COUE100xxx

INFRA-RED HEATER TYPE COMPACT4 TOP COMPACT6 TOP COMPACT8 TOP COMPACT10 TOP

Power consumption - G20 (max./min.) kW 25,0/18,0 38,0/27,0 49,0/35,0 49,0/35,0

Output - G20 (max.) kW 22,3/16,3 34,5/24,5 45,0/32,0 45,0/32,0

Combustion efficiency % 90,5

Heat output - G20 (max./min.) kW 20,2/14,5 30,7/21,8 39,5/28,2 39,5/28,2

Heat radiation effi   ciency - G20 (max.) % 80,7

Length/No. of radial modules m/ks 2/2 | 2/1 2/3 | 2/1 2/4 | není 2/5 | není

Class Nox mg/kWh 3

Electrical protection rating IP 20

Jet diameter - G20 mm 4 5 6 6

Jet pressure max./min. mbar 140/80 120/80 100/70 100/70

Electrical consumption/voltage W/V 70/230, 50Hz

No. of burners ks 1

Exhaust gas pressure Pa 30 28 26 24

 Ø intake/fl  ue mm 100

Ø gas connection 3/4‘‘  vnější závit

Natural gas connection pressure kPa 1,8 - 3,0 +/- 2,5

Acoustic pressure – clearance dB 39

Natural gas consumption min/max m3/ h 1,7/2,4 2,6/3,6 3,3/4,7 3,3/4,7

Weight kg 106 150 195 240

Full length/height/width mm 4360/290/600 6320/290/600 8280/290/600 10240/290/600

Order nr. COUT040xxx COUT060xxx COUT080xxx COUT100xxx
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Dimensions - Basic

0
1

Power
230V/50Hz

Led/OPERATION / FAILURE
 RESET

Suction

Suction

Flue

Flue

connector RC1 connector RC2 gas supply

A
439

AA

AA

D

600

107,9
262

177,5

144,6

B

C

19
4

21
9

163

80
25

6

361

DIMENSIONS (mm) / TYPE COMPACT 4 COMPACT 6 COMPACT 8 COMPACT 10

A - overall length of radiators 4360 6320 8280 10240

B - segment length 1962

C - spacing bolts for hanging on the segment 1935

D - spacing screws for hanging

        on the burner box
378

AA

     2:1
COMPACT TOP

CASING infrared heaters

INSULATION LAROCK

AA

COMPACT ECO

CASING infrared heaters
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min.50 - max.100mm

tilt adjustment and installation of radiators COMPACTT

BURNER

Tailpiece - SEGMENT C (D) with knees

hanging console

RC1

console

console

self-lockhinge YF

direction of radiation

Self-locking
buckle
hinge

Self-locking
buckle
hi

Obr.2

Fig. 2 - Hanging vertically hinge YF

RC1

self-lockhinge HF

hinge
HF 32EC
or 34EC

direction of radiation

console

Self-locking
buckle
hinge

15-30 °

Obr. 1

Fig. 1 - Hang vertical hinge HF

Assemblies – Basic

Number of hangers, hanging in perpendicular way

SIZE/TYPE

CO
M

PA
CT

 4

CO
M

PA
CT

 6

CO
M

PA
CT

 8

CO
M

PA
CT

 1
0

HF hinge, hang vertical ks 6 8 10 12

YF hinge, hang vertical ks 3 4 5 6

Order numbers of segments

COMPACT TOP COMPACT ECO

SEGMENT A L720021201 L720055501

SEGMENT B L720021001 L720056201

SEGMENT C L720027001 L720056301

SEGMENT D L720063701 L720063801

SEGMENT E L730024701

 SEGMENT - A

  SEGMENT - B

  SEGMENT - B

 SEGMENT - D

  SEGMENT - B

 SEGMENT - B

 SEGMENT - D

 SEGMENT - B SEGMENT - C

DETAIL - A - COMPACT TOP/ECO

COMPACT 8

COMPACT 6

COMPACT 4

BURNER

 SEGMENT - B SEGMENT - B SEGMENT - B SEGMENT - B SEGMENT - E

COMPACT 10

BURNER

BURNER

BURNER

ASSEMBLY OF SEGMENTS OF INFRA-RED HEATER COMPACT - LOWER VIEW

A

A

A

A

A

AA

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

flue piping standard instalation

0
1

flue piping

Flue

COxx 04 ………. 45 mm
COxx 06 ………. 55 mm
COxx 08 ………. 60 mm
COxx 10 ………. 65 mm

45mm

55mm

60mm

65mm

In case of higher pressure loss on flue piping and in

case of creating higher values of CO, it is necessary to remove the shield.

M8

Braking of length 1800mm

direction of radiation

direction of radiation
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Hanging strand system

BENEFITS OF THE HANGING STRAND SYSTEM

• Great load capacity - 5:1 ratio of the system load

• Replacement of threaded rods - no more sawing, fi ling and fastening nuts;

• Speed - reducing the installation time by 80%

• Safety - easy installation and in-place modifi cation

• Saving the time and money 

tab.1

tab.2

Suspension angle 0° 15° 30° 45° 60°

Hinge - HF Maximum capacity at an angle from the vertical axis (v kg)

HF32EC/ HF34EC 90 86 77 63 45

Workload % 100 96 86 70 50

no need to use auxiliary brackets In the installation spaces with high hu-

midity or acidity, it is necessary to consider use of the suspension system 

when selecting materials. Before selecting the hinge and installation, it is nece-

ssary to consult local conditions. After completing installation, it is required to 

check the hinge out, at least once a year

1 Zooming the loop in or out for the bracket

(using the supplied tool, push on the latch in the self-locking fastener; it is then 

possible to freely move with the strand within the fastener and regulate the size 

of the loop**)

2 Self-locking fastener of the hinge - using the supplied tool;

by pressing on the latch in the self-locking fastener, you can move freely with the 

fastener and adjust the length of the hinge; you can perform that if there are at 

least three hinges, otherwise the suspended item may fall and that may result in 

injury or death. The manufacturer is not liable in case of failure to comply with 

this requirement.

3 Length of the hinge - basic length is 2 or 4 metres

4 Carbine with wire latch - (passage diameter 11 mm). 

The carbine shall snap to the hanging loop of the suspended device (wire latch 

prevents from spontaneous snap out in case of excessive vibration).

Hinge - YF Load capacity (kg) 55% red. capacity

YF32EC500

YF34EC500
90 40.5

Part. Nr. Popis - závěs s pojistkou

HF34EC Hinge Self-locking, size3/90kg (**tab.1), 4m

HF32EC Hinge Self-locking, size3/90kg (**tab.1), 2m

YF34EC500 Hinge 2xSelf-locking, size3/90kg (**tab.2), 4m

YF32EC500 Hinge 2xSelf-locking, size3/90kg(**tab.2), 2m

hanging console

Hinge

HF32EC

HF34EC

Hinge

YF32EC500

YF34EC500

1
2

3

4

12

3

4

Number of hinges, hanging at an angle
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Installation height of the infra-red heaters

The infra-red heaters shall be hung on properly sized structure using a strand 

suspension system (see pages 12-13) or threaded rods. The infra-red heater 

must be secured by appropriate manner to avoid twisting.

Due to the unique design of the infra-red heater COMPACT, it is not necessary 

to solve issues with dilatation. The infra-red heater can also be mounted on a 

fixed bracket. The infra-red heater does not alter its external dimensions du-

ring its operation.

INFRARED HEATERS MUST BE INSTALLED IN SUCH THE WAY THAT THE BURNER 

CABINET IS HIGHER THAN THE TAIL PIECE - SEGMENT C (D) WITH THE KNEE; THE 

HEIGHT DIFFERENCE MUST BE AT LEAST 50 MM AND MAX. 100 MM. SEE THE 

IMAGE IN PAGE 10.

In case of pallet storage, it is necessary to be careful of compliance with safe 

distance from flammable objects. See ČSN 06 1008 and ČSN EN 13501-1. Safe 

distances of the units and duct systems are specified in standard ČSN 06 1008. 

Safe distance in the direction of thermal radiation for the fixtures and fittings 

made of wood (Classes Ds2,d0) is the minimum 1500 mm. If a path of the crane 

is below the heater, it is necessary to mount a reflective protective plate (for 

example, aluminium plate with overlap of at least 100 mm) in the area of ra-

diation. The protective plate must be located above the crane at the distance 

of min. 200 mm. In case of smaller distance, it shall be insulating material of 

mineral fibres used.

Method of Hanging

RC1

500mm

1500mm

1000mm

54 °C

97 °C

80 °C

Safe Distances from Installation

Information about level of combustibility / reaction class to fire in some ma-

terials:

A - non-flammable - granite, sandstone, hard porous concretes, bricks, ceramic 

tiles, special plasters;

B - hardly combustible - Heraklit, Itaver;

Cl - hardly flammable - hardwood, plywood, hardened paper, formica;

C2 - moderately combustible - chipboards, cork boards, rubber;

C3 - easily combustible - wood-fibre boards, polystyrene, polyurethane, PVC 

„lightweight“;

Example:

Radiation and surface temperature of cardboard boxes placed under the infra-

-red heater COMPACT 06 at the distance of 1500/1000/500 mm from the radia-

tion tubes 54/80/97°C.

Safe distance in the direction of thermal radiation for the fixtures and fittings 

made of wood (Classes Ds2,d0) is the minimum of 1500 mm.

Type
COMPACT

4 TOP
COMPACT

6 TOP
COMPACT

8 TOP
COMPACT

10 TOP
COMPACT

4 ECO
COMPACT

6 ECO
COMPACT

8 ECO

Installation height ceiling(max./min.) m 8/5 10/6 11/7 10/7 7/5 9/6 10/6

Installation height angle45° (max./min.) m 6/3 7/4 8/5 7/5 5/3 6/4 7/4

It is used as protection of radiation tubes in case of installing the infra-red hea-

ter in gyms, sport halls and inflatable halls. Size of the loop 40x40mm.

Protective nets

1952
95

62
9

15

šroub TEX  

šroub TEX  

Part. Nr. Description

OSCO000001 Protective nets
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Design of infra-red heaters

When designing the COMPACT infra-red heaters intended for heating the 

halls in buildings, it is first necessary to determine heat loss of the object and 

then choose the correct type and number of the heaters. They shall either op-

timally radiate the particular area with required intensity or fully saturate the 

heat losses of the object.

In case of full area heating, the infra-red heaters shall be placed within the 

heated space in such the manner that intensity of radiation (due to their locati-

on) does not exceed the maximum allowable hygienic limit, which is 200 W of 

radiated power per 1m2. Furthermore, it is also advisable to consider location 

in regards of obstacles in the working area, such as crane portals, electric cabi-

nets, stands, etc. The infra-red heaters have usually been installed on the hall 

ceilings; it is also advisable to consider  availability with regards of requirement 

of regular annual inspections or service interventions.

Calculation for the total radiated power

To achieve certain thermal comfort, it is necessary to calculate the requi-

red total radiated power for the hall. Calculation methods and their accuracy 

may vary. We are offering a simplified calculation based on the principle of 

heating with the infra-red heaters, e.g. using the heated area.

Simplified calculation of standard CSN 060215

Qsal = (q * S)/1000

Qsal - total radiated power of the infra-red heaters in kW

q - intensity of heat radiation W/m2, S - heated area

q = (A * tk) - (B*tzc) - (C*tz)

A,B,C - to be obtained from the chart below

tk - final temperature °C, tz - temperature of exterior °C

tzc - temperature on the outer side of the floor °C

+10 °C - spaces with the width of the minimum of more than 10 m and 

at least one-shift operation

+5 °C - spaces with the width of less than 10 m and at least one-shift 

operation

0 °C - spaces with the width of less than 10 m and shorter than one-shift 

operation

Axis Y - values for A,B,C based on the formula

Axis X - ratio of ventilation air to the heated area, the value of formula 

Axis X = Vv / S

Vv - amount of ventilation air, S - heated area Vv = V * In

V - volume of heated space In - natural infiltration or forced air exchange 

for 1 hour (during infiltration, by the grade of insulation of casing and ceiling 

0.1 -1x; accurate values shall be added in case of forced exchange);

Graf pro hodnoty A,B,C

A

B

C

9

8

10

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

0 4 6 8 10 14 18 22 26 30
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Number of infra-red heaters

Number of infra-red heaters that shall be installed in the hall will be 

determined by dividing the total radiated power needed for the hall in kW 

by the value of radiated power of the selected infra-red heater, according 

to the data of technical table in page 8 of this manual. When designing, it 

is important to ensure that the total installed radiated power is higher than 

the value of the required total radiated power calculated for a particular hall.

Uniformity of area radiation

To simplify the calculation when designing, we distinguish two types 

of radiation according to the intensity. Core radiation (more intense) which 

works at the angle of 60° from the radiation tubes - and the angular radia-

tion which works at the angle of 90° from the radiation tubes. The content 

of the radiated surface is directly proportional to the height of installation. 

Together with the height of installation, however, there is also decrease in 

the amount of radiated energy per 1m2.

For exact calculation of the radiated area, we can use the formulas in-

scribed on spot heights of graphs.

H - installation height

I - spacing

Li - length infra

Lj - lenght core radiation

Ljx - widht core radiation

Lu - lenght angular radiation

Lux - widht angular radiation

Lux

core radiation

angular radiation

Lj=H x 1,2

H

90°

120°

60°

Lu=H x 2

Soft radiation angle120°
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Layout for angular radiation 2 m

Infra-red heaters are designed 

in such the manner that the angles 

of angular radiation intersect at the 

height of 2 metres above the ground 

or above the heads of workers and so 

that the core radiation is not directed 

to the peripheral wall. It is suitable 

for installations requiring uniform 

coverage of the surface by radiation 

in well-insulated halls.

Layout for angular radiation

Infra-red heaters are designed 

in such the manner that the angles 

of angular radiation intersect on the 

ground. It is suitable for installations 

not requiring uniform coverage of 

the surface by radiation in well-in-

sulated halls.

Layout of the infra-red heaters in the area

I=H x 1,2

I=H x 2 - 4

I=H x 2

I/2

I/2

I/2

core radiation

core radiation

core radiation

angular radiation

angular radiation

angular radiation

Lj=H x 1,2

Lj=H x 1,2

Lj=H x 1,2

H

H

H

90°

90°

90°

60°

60°

60°

Lu=H x 2

Lu=H x 2

Lu=H x 2

Layout for core radiation

The infra-red heaters are de-

signed in such the way that the core 

radiation angles touch each other on 

the ground and that the -core radia-

tion is not directed to the peripheral 

wall. It is suitable for installations 

requiring uniform coverage of the 

surface by radiation in poorly insu-

lated halls.
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Assemblies of flue exhaust
Exhaust of flue gases and inlet of combustion air

Exhaust of flues is forced, through the flue line out of the building. 

According to the way of flue gas exhaust, the appliance has been classified 

to the categories A2, B22, C12 and C32 - see ČSN EN 416-1. Design and in-

stallation of the duct system must respect the standard ČSN 73 4201. The 

minimum internal diameter of the pipeline is 100 mm. Connecting of the 

flue gas duct system must be demountable (for example screws in metal). 

Design of the duct system must prevent from penetration of condensate into 

the exhaust pipeline. The flue gas duct system must be terminated freely in 

the unsealed position so that the exiting flue gases are not prevented from 

motion and so that the flue gases cannot penetrate back into the building. 

The flue gas duct system must be made of material resistant to corrosion and 

flue gas temperatures.

In case of coaxial design, the pressure drop corresponds to coaxial ter-

mination (part of the length of about 1500 mm). When using the flexible 

extension, it is necessary to take into account that the pressure loss will inc-

rease in case of shape deformation (bending).

In the tables of flue smoking, Pages 17 to 18, there are pressure loss 

values for individual parts of the exhaust pipeline. When designing the pi-

peline, it is required to calculate the pressure loss for each component used. 

The resulting pressure drop may not exceed the applicable pressure of flue 

gases for the particular infra-red heater. See the table „Technical parame-

ters“, page 8. In the tables in pages 17-18 there are the pressure loss values 

for each segments of the flue pipeline.

If it is necessary to assemble the flue exhaust in such the manner that 

the total pressure loss of individual parts is higher than the applicable pre-

ssure of the infra-red heater, it is necessary to contact a sales representative 

of Lersen.

In the images of 1-3 there are examples of flue solutions.

Exhaust of flues and inlet of combustion air of category A2

Exhaust of flues is forced, through the flue line inside the building. The 

appliance is classified according to the way of flue exhaust into the catego-

ry A2 - see ČSN EN 416-1. Design and installation of the duct system must 

respect the standard ČSN 73 4201. The minimum internal diameter of the 

pipeline is 100 mm.

RC1

15-30 °

direction of radiation

RC1

45 °

Compact

direction of radiation

Knee

RC1

15-30 °

direction of radiation

Obr. 1

Obr. 2

Obr. 3

0
1
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m
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COxx 08 ……65 mm

COxx 10 …… 65 mm

flue piping

standard instalation

Flue

m
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. 2
00

0

COxx 04…… 45 mm

COxx 06 ……65 mm

COxx 08 ……65 mm

COxx 10 …… 65 mm

45 °

0
1

OS

SA

45 °

knee

suction

flue piping

standard instalation

Flue

When the exhaust and intake of more 

than 2 m flexible extension is not reco-

mmended, but only a smooth tube.
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0
1

OS SA

0
1

OS SA

Intake and exhaust components

Extension AL

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

102C 250 100

3Pa/1m

105C 500 100

108C 800 100

110C 1000 100

115C 1500 100

120C 2000 100

Extending the AL with wind ending

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

108CH 800 100

10Pa/1m111CH 1000 100

115CH 1500 100

reduction of pipes AL

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

519BR 120 80/100
1,5Pa

519CR 120 100/80

Flexi extension

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter

110CF 425-1000 100

Flexi extension - ONLY FOR INTAKE

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter

105CF 425-1000 100

Flexi extension - ONLY FOR EXHAUST

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter

105CV 425 100

Adapter

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

515CM 150 100 1Pa

Knee AL 90°

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

193CO 280 100 3Pa

Knee AL 45°

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

145CO 345 100 2Pa

Condensation drain AL

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

509CK 345 100 14Pa

condensing cap AL

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter

552CN 70 100

chimney head AL

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

518CS 185 100 1,5Pa

Cuff  passage pipes wall

Part. Nr. Výška Diameter

G830C 70 100

Silicone sealing ring

Part. Nr. Výška Diameter

810CG 10 100

Exhaust components – single fl ue

Due to thermal expansion of the flue gas exhaust, we recommend installing the flexible 

extension; in order to avoid mechanical stress on pipes, mainly in the passage through the 

ceiling or wall. In case of construction of exhaust and intake by flexible extension, it is nece-

ssary to correctly use the pipeline, e.g. EXHAUST OF FLUE GASES - 110CV and AIR SUPPLY - 105CF.

 

p100/d1000 = diameter 100mm/length 1000mm

The length of individual components is meant as the CONSTRUCTION length; it means that the 

building length is 50mm less (depth of flange)

In case of design of the structure of the flue gases exhaust through the roof, it is necessary to 

install condensation pit in the pipeline (509CK). And then it is necessary to divert condensate 

through hose from the condensation pit to a safe place. There shall be isolated components used 

above the roof construction. In case of anticipated

greater incidence of condensate, typically in the winter time, it is necessary to seal the transition 

between the reservoir 509CK and pipeline with silicone - S300.

Installation of flue out-smoking, type „C“ - Closed circuit of combustion.

Intake and exhaust fl ue gases are led outside the heated space. Closed circuit of 

combustion must be installed in case of forced ventilation in the area - ventilation system.

In case the national standards or regulations require greater distances, these prevail 

against the provisions of the manufacturer.

C13

Intake and exhaust of fl ues are routed either 

separately by horizontal suction and pipe rising, or 

they are routed by the horizontal coaxial pipe rising.

C53

Horizontal suction inlet, exhaust of fl ue 

gases, are routed away by vertical pipe 

rising.

B23

Combustion air is drawn from the heated space and the fl ue gas exhaust is routed 

separately through horizontal or vertical pipe rising.

Installation of flue out-smoking, type „B“ - Open circuit of combustion.

Flue gas exhaust is led outside the heated space. In case the national standards or regulations 

require greater distances, these prevail against the provisions of the manufacturer.
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Intake and exhaust components

Insulated roof extension

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

115FHI 1500 100/130
3Pa/1m

118FHI 1800 100/130

Isolated extension ending with wind

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

111CHI 1000 100/130 11Pa/1m

isolated extension

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

105CI 500 100/130

3Pa/1m110CI 1000 100/130

120CI 2000 100/130

Isolated ending facade

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

112FKI 1200 100/130 3Pa/1m

Izolovaná kondenzační jímka T-kus s jímkou

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

509CKI 280 100 14Pa

Isolated knee 45°

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

145CI 340 100 3Pa

Izolovaná komínová hlavice

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

518CSI 280 100 3Pa

Isolated knee 90°

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

193CI 280 100 4Pa

Exhaust components – single fl ue, isolated

C33

Suction inlet and exhaust 

of fl ue gases are routed 

through coaxial vertical 

pipe rising

C13

Intake and exhaust of fl ues are routed either 

separately by horizontal suction and pipe rising, or 

they are routed by the horizontal coaxial pipe rising.

Installation of fl ue out-smoking, type „C“ - Closed circuit of combustion.

Intake and exhaust fl ue gases are led outside the heated space. Closed circuit of combustion 

must be installed in case of forced ventilation in the area - ventilation system.

Flue

Flue

Suction

Suction Suction

The coaxial chimney must be installed in such the way that its maximum length is outdoors.

coaxial knee 45°

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

145MCO 340 100/150 3Pa

coaxial knee 90°

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

193MCO 280 100/150 4Pa

Prodloužení odkouření AL

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

105MC 500 100/150
4Pa/1m

110MC 1000 100/150

Chimney cap (coaxial fl  ue)

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

518MCV 280 100/150 2Pa

Vertical coaxial fl  ue  S/O AL

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

110MCV 1060 100/100/150 4Pa

Horizontal chimney-piece – coaxial

Part. Nr. Lenght Diameter Pressure loss

555MCH 150 100/150 3Pa

Exhaust components – coaxial

MAX. total length

M
AX

. t
ot

al
 le

ng
th

If the pipe rising is longer than 2.5 metres, it is necessary to install a con-

densation pit.

The maximum length of flexible pipe for intake or exhaust of flues must not 

be longer than 1 m (1+1 m).

The maximum length of straight intake, or exhaust, of flue gases without 

knees and flexible tubes shall not exceed 10+10 m.

If further intake or exhaust of flue gases are necessary, consultation with the 

manufacturer is required.
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min.500mm

min.300mm

Odtah spalin

Přívod vzduchu
Přívod vzduchu

518CS

108CH
890CH102C

102C

Směr sálání

15-30 °

0
1

OS SA

509CK

Odtah spalin

Přívod vzduchu

102C

108CH193CO

min.500mm

Směr sálání

15-30 °

0
1

OS SA 509CK

Odtah spalin

509CK

518C

102C

m
in

.1
00

0m
m

Přívod vzduchu

102C

193CO

Směr sálání

15-30 °

0
1

OS SA

102C

Odtah spalin

Přívod vzduchu

105CV

105CF 518CS

108CH
890CH

min.500mm

min.300mm

509CK

Směr sálání

0
1
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45 °

FLEXI

Odtah spalin

Přívod vzduchu

Odtah spalin

Přívod vzduchu

102C

105CF

125MVC

min.1000mm

Směr sálání

15-30 °

0
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OS SA

min.500mm
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Přívod vzduchu

Přívod vzduchu

110FHC105CV

105CF

509CK

Směr sálání

0
1
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SA

45 °

FLEXI

FLEXI

Sucking the air indoor; fl ue gas exhaust executed through the facade. The 

minimum distance of the outlet from the facade and combustible items 

is 500 mm.

Sucking the air and fl ue gas exhaust executed through the facade. The mi-

nimum distance of the outlet of the fl ue gas exhaust from the facade and 

combustible items is 500 mm. Flue exhaust must be longer at least by 300 

mm from the inlet of suction to prevent fl ue gases from suction into the 

interior. Connection to the infra-red heater is done by fl exible supply line.

Sucking the air and fl ue gas exhaust executed through the facade. The 

minimum distance of the outlet of the fl ue gas exhaust from the facade 

and combustible items is 500 mm. Flue exhaust must be longer at least 

by 300 mm from the inlet of suction to prevent fl ue gases from suction 

into the interior.

Sucking the air and fl ue gas exhaust executed through the roof. The maxi-

mum distance of the outlet from the roof surface and combustible items 

is 1000mm. Connection to the infra-red heater is done by fl exible supply 

line.

Sucking the air and fl ue gas exhaust executed through the facade. The mi-

nimum distance of the outlet of the fl ue gas exhaust from the facade and 

combustible items is 500 mm

Sucking the air indoor; fl ue gas exhaust executed through the roof. The 

minimum distance of the outlet from the roof surface and combustible 

items is 1000mm.

Example - fl ue gas rising pipe - coaxial

Example - fl ue gas rising pipe - one-tube
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Electric installation may only be carried out by persons with qualifi cation 

based on Decree No. 50/78 Coll., ČÚBP and ČBÚ, Sec. 6. When commissi-

oning the unit, it is necessary to provide revision of electrical equipment 

according to ČSN 33 1500 - Electrical regulations – 

Revision of electrical devices.

Installation of COMPACT TOP / ECO units must be conducted in accordance 

with applicable schemes which are set out in pages 24 to 30. There shall 

be the lay-off  switch included in the power supply. The power supply must 

have the required protection according to ČSN 33 2000-4-43, ČSN 33 2000-

5-54 and ČSN 34 1610. Electric wires shall be connected to a three-pin plug 

that is included in supply. For connection, you shall use the three-wire cable 

of cross section of 3x1.5 mm2. Power consumption of each model is spe-

cifi ed on the product label. Do not use the hard copper conductors which 

could damage the fork terminals.

Electrical safety of the unit shall be achieved only when the burner is co-

nnected properly to the safe earthing system, installed according to safety 

regulations. The manufacturer is not liable for damages caused by faulty 

grounding of the unit.

Connecting the unit to the main lines must not be fi tted with any adapters 

with multiple sockets or extension cables.

Using any device that is started by electric current supposes observance of 

some basic rules listed below:

- Never touch the unit with wet or damp parts of the body

- Never pull on electric cables

- Never let the unit exposed to adverse weather (rain, direct sunlight, etc.)

- Never allow children or inexperienced persons to use the unit.

Input cable of the unit must not be replaced by the user. In case of damage 

to the cable, switch the unit off  and let it replace by qualifi ed personnel. If 

the unit is idle for a longer period of time, turn off  the electrical switch that 

powers all system components controlled by electric current (fan, burner, 

etc.).

Installation and Assembly

Ceiling installation. 

If the infra-red heater has already been attached to the ceiling, you sha-

ll drill two holes in the roof perpendicular above the burner, while following 

these tips: Chimneys of air supply and flue gas exhaust must have between 

them a distance at least 50 cm so that the flue gases from the flue outlet are 

not immediately drawn by the pipeline for air supply. In case of pitched roof, 

you shall place the chimney of air intake below the flue chimney. And you shall 

create small difference in the levels which prevents from appearing the afore-

mentioned effect.

The length of pipes connecting the air supply and flue gas exhaust must 

not be longer than the value given in information in pages 16 to 18.

When installing chimneys in the ceiling, it is necessary to carefully insulate 

the space with silicone; e.g. the space between the pipe and the roof, to prevent 

leakage of water or moisture through the slots. Using a straight pipe of INOX 

steel (AISI 304), you shall connect flanges of air supply and flue gas exhaust 

on the burner with terminations mounted on the ceiling. Make sure the flue 

exhaust and air intake are terminated with chimney head or wind end-piece. In 

case of using an axial flue gas rising pipe, the flue gas exhaust must be connec-

ted to the central flue gas rising pipe.

In case of ingress of condensation back into the radiation tube, it is nece-

ssary to have installed the condensation pit as prevention against getting fro-

zen in winter. If there is an increased formation of condensate, we recommend 

making drainage away from the condensation pit. If the condensation pit has 

not been installed, the manufacturer bears no responsibility for resulting fai-

lures.

Installation on the wall

Installation on the wall

To install the air inlet and flue gas exhaust on the wall, we shall drill two 

holes into the outer wall, while carefully applying the following advice:

You shall place the air inlet below the flue gas exhaust. If necessary to make 

bendings, it is required to expect reducing the total length of the pipe of line ri-

sing. When the flue gas rising pipe passing through the wall or other structure, 

it is necessary to install a grommet.

Always make sure that the chimneys of flue gas exhaust and air supply 

are fitted with protective nets against the intrusion of birds. In case of ingress 

of condensation back into the radiation tube, it is necessary to have installed 

the condensation pit as prevention against getting frozen in winter. If the con-

densation pit has not been installed, the manufacturer bears no responsibility 

for resulting failures.

Connecting to Electric Network
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When making the gas connection and commissioning the unit, it is 

advisable to meet the regulations related to safety at work and generally 

accepted technical regulations. Units with the performance of up to to 50 

kW shall be solved according to ČSN EN 1775; gas supply, gas supply lines in 

buildings, operating requirements. Units over 50 kW shall be solved accor-

ding to ČSN 38 6420; Industrial gas supply lines.

Gas installation may only be carried out by persons with qualifi cation 

based on Decree No. 21/79 Coll. and Decree of FMPE No. 175/75 Coll. - In-

staller of gas equipment. Gas supply to the burner must be carried out and 

must comply with

regulations and standards of ČSN. Connection to the gas distribution sys-

tem has been made by fl exible hose for heating gases PN 21/393-92, PN 

21/4654-94 G 3/4“. Hoses shall have the cross section in the entire length 

corresponding to G 3/4“; otherwise the manufacturer is not liable for any 

damages and problems arising thereof. We recommend the hoses delivered 

by us. All the infra-red heaters COMPACT TOP/ ECO are fi tted with the outer 

thread with the dimension of G3/4“. The maximum length of the connecti-

ng hose is 1,5 m. The system of connecting the gas shall include the manual 

ball stop valve. The stop valve must be positioned in such the way that it is 

available to the service staff  without any limitation. Edge positions of the 

valve must be marked. In this set, we recommend including the air bleeding 

valve, manometer or gas fi lter which prevents the impurities from entering 

the electro-magnetic valve of the unit’s burner. 

There must be persistent pressure of gas in this unit. It may 

fl uctuate only in the range of +/-5% mbar in relation to the ta-

ble values of particular type. When mounting, it is advisable to be 

careful to keep the fl exible gas connecting hose out of the direct contact 

with the unit. The hose must be fi rmly attached to the fi xed parts of the 

gas supply lines.

Before commissioning the unit, it is advisable to make the check of 

connection tightness. It is strictly forbidden to test tightness with 

an open fl ame. The fi rst commissioning shall be carried out by an 

authorized person who shall train the service staff .

In case of any modifi cation on the main or subordinated gas system or if 

the gas pressure is changed in the system to which the gas equipments of 

Lersen are connected, it is strictly required that such the equipment is shut 

down. Then you have to have made new commissioning by an authorized 

service of Lersen. Otherwise, the manufacturer is not liable for any damage 

or injury.

Commissioning the infra-heater

Ball stopcock

Hose - PPT1000001 nebo PPT1500001

Hose

PPT1000001 nebo PPT1500001

Regulator of Gas Pressure

HUPF020B110

Regulator of Gas Pressure - HUPF020B110

Connecting to Gas Network

HUPF020B110

Regulator of Gas Pressure, Hose

Hose

The first commissioning of the gas infra-red heaters may only be 

done by a professional person of an authorized

organisation. This person must be authorized for starting and service acti-

vities provided by the equipment manufacturer.

In the first commissioning, it is necessary to burn paint on the radiation 

tubes, which generates smoke. This is not a defect. It is advisable to turn off the 

EPS - electric fire protection system in the building.

1. Before commissioning the infra-red heaters COMPACT there must be a 

pressure test carried out, as well as the leak test of gas distribution. During the 

pressure test, the ball valve before the infra-red heater must be in the closed 

position.

2. Make sure that the infra-red heater is firmly attached to the mounting 

structure.

3. Open the ball valve in front of the infra-red heater and check it for leaks.

4. Check the inlet gas pressure on the solenoid valve.

5. Before connecting to the mains, check proper wiring.

6. Check whether any of the electrodes touches the burner or other parts 

of the infra-red heater.

7. Ignition of the infra-red heater; turn on the main switch (circuit breaker), 

adjust the TG thermostat to the maximum value.

After applying electric power to the control unit, the fan gets rotating. Af-

ter 30 seconds, the solenoid valve of gas supply gets opened and there will be 

sparks between ignition electrodes. When the ignition is successful, the ioniza-

tion electrode keeps the infra-red heater in operation. After successful ignition, 

please check the pressure at the nozzle. If required, adjust the pressure to the 

prescribed value. In case of unsuccessful first ignition cycle, please repeat igni-

tion again. You can start it up by switching off and on the main switch. Before 

restarting, you can determine the reason for the malfunction and correct it.

 

8. Turning off the infra-red heater - turn off the main power switch, re-

spectively set up the lower temperature on the regulator compared to the 

actual value in the space.

Regulator Spring Pressure (mbar)

Model Green Red White 

HUPF020B110

5-13 7-20 10-30

Yellow Pink Orange

25-70 60-150 140-300

Part. Nr. Regulator of Gas Pressure (do max. 500 mbar)

HUPF020B110 Gas pressure regulator, connection 3/4 “with filter

Part. Nr. Hose

PPT1000001 WR04 DN16 G3/4-G3/4 PVC žl.L=1000 mm

PPT1500001 WR04 DN16 G3/4-G3/4 PVC žl.L=1500 mm

Maximum inlet pressure: 500 mbar 

Pressure range at the output: 5-300 mbar

Required outlet pressure range is provided by using diff erent springs.

Maximum operating pressure is 500 mBar regulators HUPF
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Adjustment of power may only be done by brand service of Lersen. 

Correct combustion may not be adjusted without analyzer of flue 

gases. Power of the burner shall be adjusted in three steps that shall 

be repeated.

In the first step, you shall adjust the power of the flue gas ventilator to the ma-

xim value, by turning the potentiometer in the direction of +.

Fig. 4

In the second step, it is required to adjust the pressure on the nozzle, according 

to required power, or according to the data in the table.

Technical parameters, page 8.

Adjustment shall be carried out according to image 1-3 in page 22.

Set screws can be found under a grey cap, as seen in figure 1.

Adjustment of Power COMPACT 

Fig. 1

Before adjusting the power to remove the gray cap

regulatory adjustment screw with a screwdriver upward and 

follow the text on that page.
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Correct placement and adjustment 

of the ignition and ionization 

electrodes.

Fig. 2 - Using a side wrench and by rotating the hexagonal adjusting screw in 

the direction of the arrow to the right or to the left, we will add or reducing the 

pressure. While rotating, you shall simultaneously hold the centre screw in the 

adjustment of the second stage.

COMPACT TOP

Setting the second stage of the performance - reduced power - you shall 

rotate the TG thermostat to the edge position by switching the mode to the 

second stage of performance. You shall decrease the pressure on the nozzle of 

the second stage by about 20-30% compared to the performance for the first 

stage. Make the setting according to Fig. 3 - use a screwdriver and turn the 

centre screw in the direction of the arrow. The right direction is for adding, the 

left direction is for reducing. It is no longer needed to hold the first stage screw 

for setting with the key.

Fig. 3

+

-

Fig. 2

+

-

Turn off and then turn on the main switch (burner). You can watch the 

rising temperature on the flue gas analyzer.

When the temperature of flue gases reaches the value according to which you 

want to modulate the power, turn the axis on the TG thermostat and stop at the 

point where the mechanism switches to reduced output.

Recommended temperature according to which it is appropriate to modulate 

can vary according to the local installation conditions. Generally speaking, the 

shorter is the length of the flue rising pipe and the higher is the target hall 

temperature set up on the room thermostat (closer to 20 °C), then the lower 

can be the temperature of flue gases, but not lower than 170 °C. The maximum 

flue gas temperature should not exceed 220 °C.
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Fig. 4Potenciometr

COMPACT  TOP/ECO

In the third step, you will set up the amount of combustion air for full 

power. By rotating the potentiometer (see Fig. 4), you will add or reduce fan 

speed so that the values of CO are close to 0ppm and the lambda value is about 

1.3, according to the type of infra-red heater; the value of oxygen (O2) ¬shall 

range approximately at 4.9% and the value of efficiency (according to the type 

of device) shall range from 89 to 91%. The combustion air shall no longer be 

adjusted in case of reduced power. Increasing the value of O2 is correct.

Infra-red heaters must be annually checked and cleaned, before ¬the 

start of the heating season. Any signs of failure or wear of parts should be sol-

ved. For these purposes, we recommend choosing a permanent assistant for 

these service works.

When servicing, it is required to check in particular the following:

1. Tightness of the infra-red heater in connection to gas distribution systems.

In case of leaking, it is necessary to make new seal.

2. Condition of the ignition and ionisation electrode.

3. Distances - they must not touch the burner, tubes or anything else.

4. Condition of infra-red tubes - they must not be mechanically damaged.

5. The operating gas pressure on the nozzles of the burner.

You shall adjust it according to the table.

6. Flawless functionality of the control electronics.

7. The correct functioning of the gas solenoid valve.

8. Any damage to the electrical cables.

After the maintenance, it is necessary to ¬put the assembly into operation. 

Once a year, it is necessary to provide regular services and checks resulting 

from the Decree mentioned in the Collection of laws ¬No. 85/1978, regarding 

checks, revisions and tests of gas equipments.

If the installation is not done in such the manner that it allow smooth access, 

the user shall provide ¬access to perform service action at his own expense.

Maintenance and Service 

Flue piping shield 

+
-

0
1

IRIS
Flue

COxx 04 ………. 45 mm
COxx 06 ………. 65 mm
COxx 08 ………. 65 mm
COxx 10 ………. 65 mm

In case of higher pressure loss on flue piping and in case of creating 

higher values of CO, it is necessary to remove the shield.
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COMPACT TOP connection diagram

CONNECTOR RC1 IS NOT INTENDED FOR POWERING. IT IS 

USED ONLY WITH REMOTE CONTROL,

THERMOSTAT OR FOR CONTROL WITH CENTRAL REGULATION. THE 

THREE-POLE DEVICE PLUG IS INTENDED FOR POWERING. IN CASE 

OF IMPROPER CONNECTION, THE UNIT MAY GET DAMAGED. MA-

NUFACTURER ¬SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES ARISING 

THEREOF. THE WARRANTY IS VOID IN THIS CASE.

There is a connecting jumper in the counter-piece RC1 on terminals 

L1, L2. It shall be used in case of switching on and use.

external thermostat, wireless control or central regulation Lersen.Net II

  REMOVAL NEEDED

SPK

GAV

SW

FUS
230V/1,6A

PWC

230V/50Hz

RESET

RESET

2 3 4114 3 25 RC1 RC2

č h zž m h zžmše
L1

L1-m
ot.

N
-m

ot.N

SV1SV2

PS
R

G
N

L3L2 NL1 N L1L2

A1 A2 12 21 14

RE-AC

Fan

Basic regulation

Fa
ilu

re

W
or

ki
ng

Failure

Working

Thermo

ignition electrode

Key to diagram:
PS  manostat
FAN   ventilator
RGC  operation indicator
2ST  2nd level gas valve
TG  2nd level thermostat 210ºC
TRS  RESET button
RC1  regulation connector NOT FOR POWER SUPPLY

SPK  combustion chamber
GAV  gas valve
STB  emergency thermostat irreversible
FUS  main fuse
SW  main switch
PWC  230V/50Hz power supply connector
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Operation COMPACT / WITHOUT RESET

Infra-red heaters COMPACT must have their own supply circuit for electric power, 

¬control panel, thermostat or relay.

Control circuits of the thermostat must not be interconnected or crossed.

Regulation

Manual thermostat Honeywell, COMPACT

Externí infračidlo *)E t í i f čidl *)

230V/50Hz

TERMOSTAT
AUTOMANOFF 

CM907

A3 41 2 B

external sensor 14 3 25

RC1

Prior to connecting external thermo-

stat remove terminal interconnector

Programmable thermostats
Honeywell

Part. Nr Type

CMT507A1007 Weekly programmable thermostat Honeywell CM507

CMT907A1074
Weekly programmable thermostat Honeywell CM907

(external sensor)

F42010971_001 Ext. sensor for CM907  1) (interior)

CI00000001
Ext. sensor for CMT907 2) (interior)

infra

F42010977_001 Terminal block for a ext. sensor CM907

F42010972_001
Separate outdoor temperature sensor for CM907  3)

(It has no influence on the control)

Smart thermostats to regulate individual heaters. Easy operation and 

high quality of Honeywell. Version with integrated or external sensor. 

Weekly program, manual adjustment of immediate change. Possibility 

to connect an external sensor (model 907)
Čidlo pro CM907  3) exterier

Čidlo pro CM907  1) interierCM907 1) i t i
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T2RS2 T1RS1

2A 1A3A

1A3A

21

reset

2A 1A3A

1A3A

21

reset

MANUAL

AUTO

OFF

S1 T2RS2 T1RS1

MANUAL

AUTO

OFF

S2

1 2

Easy.Net
dálkové ovládání

T2RS2 T1RS1

2A 1A3A

1A3A

21

reset

2A 1A3A

1A3A

21

reset

MANUAL

AUTO

OFF

S3 T2RS2 T1RS1

MANUAL

AUTO

OFF

S4

3 4

NL

13 14

TERMOSTAT

230V~
50Hz

AUTOMANOFF 

CM907

A B3 41 2

RE1

COMPACT TOP/ECO 1

RC1

COMPACT TOP/ECO 2

RC1

COMPACT TOP/ECO

RC1

COMPACT TOP/ECO

RC1

3 4

14 3 25

RC1
14 3 25

RC1

14 3 25

RC1
14 3 25

RC1

CONTROL TYPE
Easy.Net.
Infra 02

Easy.Net.
Infra 04

Easy.Net.
Infra 06

No. of control circuits ks 2 4 6

No. of reset circuits ks 2 4 6

Thermostat type united Honeywell CM907

Switching current A 7 7 7

Electrical protection IP 20

Power V 230V / 50Hz

Weight g 1500

Dimensions - width / height / depth mm 195/245/128

Part. Nr. ENI0200001 ENI0400001 ENI0600001

Infra External sensor

Central regulation Easy.Net.Infra is very inexpensive and easy to use. Easy 

installation and intuitive control are advantageous. Regulation Easy.Net.Infra 

is ready for ¬zones 2, 4 or 6 of the heaters. Heating units can be operated in 

manual or automatic mode, according to the thermostat with weekly heating 

program. Control of the units is done as a self-control, always with reset. Indi-

vidual ¬sections of control (always for separate unit) shall be simply connected 

with 4-wire cable ¬on the appropriate terminal block into the connector of 

control in the unit.

The regulation Easy.Net.Infra is intended for dark infra-red heaters COM-

PACT TOP/ECO and bright infra-red heaters DC/DC ECO.

The package includes an external infra-sensor.

Central regulation Easy.Net.Infra

I f E t l

Easy.Net.Infra 04 - wiring diagram COMPACT

Linking individual control loop is via a cable or CYKY CYSY 4x1,5mm.

Max. controlled circuit length of 50m. Every regulated circuit must be wired in-

dependently - ie. Circuits must not be connected or crossed.
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ČSN 06 1008 :1997  ...................................................... Fire safety of thermal equipments.

ČSN 06 1401 :1991  ...................................................... Local appliances powered by gas fuels. Basic provisions.

ČSN 06 1950 :1992 ....................................................... Industrial thermal equipments powered by gaseous fuels. Technical regulations.

ČSN 33 1500 :1991  ...................................................... Electro-technical regulations. Revision of electrical equipments.

ČSN 33 2130 :1985  ...................................................... Electro-technical regulations. Internal electric distribution systems.

ČSN 33 2180 :1980  ...................................................... Electro-technical regulations of ČSN. Connection of electrical devices and appliances.

ČSN 33 2000-3: 1995  .................................................. Electrical regulations. Setting the basic characteristics.

ČSN 33 2000-4-41:2000  ............................................. Electrotechnical regulations. Protection against electrical shock

ČSN 33 2000-5-54:2002  ............................................. Electrotechnical regulations. Grounding and protective wires

ČSN 33 2000-6-61:2000  ............................................. Electrotechnical regulations. Procedures in initial revision.

ČSN 33 3210 :1987  ...................................................... Distribution devices. Common provisions.

ČSN 34 1390 :1970  ...................................................... Electro-technical regulations of ČSN. Regulations for protection against lightning

ČSN 34 1610 :1993  ...................................................... Electro-technical regulations of ČSN. Electrical heavy-current systems in industrial premises.

ČSN 34 3100 :1967  ...................................................... Electro-technical regulations of ČSN. Safety regulations intended for operating staff and works on electrical equipments.

ČSN 38 6405:1988  ...................................................... Gas equipments. Principles of operation.

ČSN 38 6420:1983  ....................................................... Industrial gas lines.

ČSN 73 0802:2001  ...................................................... Fire safety of building. Non-production buildings.

ČSN 73 4201 :2002  ...................................................... Chimneys and flue gas ducting.

ČSN EN 13501-1 ........................................................... Flammability classification, known as „Reaction to fire“

ČSN EN 416-1:2000  ..................................................... Hanging dark tube heaters with burner for gaseous fuels and with fan for general use except for households - Part 1: 

..................................................................................... safety requirements.

ČSN EN 1127-1:1998  .................................................... Explosive devices. Prevention and protection against explosions. Part 1: Basic terms and methodology.

ČSN EN 1775 :1999 – ...................................................  Gas supplies – gas lines in the buildings – operational requirements.

ČSN EN 45004 :1996  ................................................... General criteria for operation of various types of authorities performing inspections.

ČSN EN 60335-1 :1997 ................................................. Safety of electric appliances intended for homes and similar purposes.

ČSN EN 60721-3-3:1995  .............................................. Classification of environmental conditions. Part 3: Classification of groups of environmental parameters;

..................................................................................... Section 3: Stationary use at places protected against the weather.

ČSN EN 60947-1:2000  ................................................. Switch and control devices LV. Part 1: In general.

ČSN EN 61140 ed.2: ..................................................... 2003 Protection against electric shock.

TPG 704 01 :1 ............................................................... 999 Collecting gas devices and appliances powered by gas in the building.

Decree of ČÚBP No. 48/82 Coll.  .................................. - Basic requirements for ensuring safety for work and technical equipment.

Decree of ČÚBP No. 324/90 Coll.  ................................ - Safety for work and technical devices during constructional works.

Decree of ČÚBP No. 50/78 Coll.  .................................. - Professional competence in electrical engineering.

Government Regulation No. 441/2004 Coll.,  ............. amending the Government Regulation No. 178/2001 Coll.,

..................................................................................... establishing conditions for health care for workers at work, as amended by Government Regulation No. 523/2002 Coll.

Standards, regulations and protocols
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